The flash-lag effect (FLE) consists in perceiving a briefly presented stationary stimulus to lag behind an aligned moving stimulus. This study investigates the effects of actively controlling the moving stimulus. By means of a robotic arm, observers continuously moved a dot along a circular trajectory, and a flash was displayed closely at unpredictable times. In two experiments, we found that the FLE was larger when participants controlled the moving stimulus, compared to a computer-controlled condition. Two control conditions tested the possibility that the observed modulation of the FLE was due to visuo-spatial attention or dual-task factors. This study provides evidence that the motor system interacts with and possibly speeds up the processing of a moving visual stimulus when the observer controls its movement.
Introduction
The flash-lag effect (FLE) is a well-known visual illusion that consists in perceiving a flashed item, which is physically in the same location of a continuously moving item, as lagging behind the moving item. This visual illusion was originally described by MacKay (1958) , but Nijhawan's (1994) rediscovery and new interpretation boosted the interest in the FLE and, more generally, in the processes underlying the ability to locate moving stimuli, which is a fundamental competence to effectively interact with the environment. Several accounts of the FLE have been proposed. Nijhawan (1994) hypothesised the existence of a mechanism in the visual system that extrapolates the trajectory of moving objects and compensates for the delays due to neural transmission, from the time the visual input reaches the retina until it is processed by the CNS and thus perceived. Such a forward mechanism would guarantee effective interceptive behaviour. A second account of the FLE is the differential latency hypothesis, which posits that a moving stimulus is processed faster than a stationary one (e.g., Baldo, Kihara, Namba, & Klein, 2002; Purushothaman, Patel, Bedell, & Ögmen, 1998; Whitney & Murakami, 1998) . The difference between the processing latencies of the moving and stationary items results in the moving stimulus being seen at a later position than the stationary stimulus when the observer judges their relative position. In other words, the spatial error in the FLE corresponds to a temporal misalignment between the internal coding of the positions of the two items. Finally, numerous researchers have proposed that the FLE is due to an error in the localization of the moving object that occurs because the flash triggers a process that leads to the position judgement of the moving object. For example, Brenner and Smeets (2000) proposed that the FLE was a consequence of having to ''sample" the moving stimulus position in response to the flash. Baldo and Klein (1995) suggested that a ''snapshot" of the moving stimulus is taken when the flash reaches a sufficient level of visual awareness. Krekelberg and Lappe (2000) have proposed that the position of the moving stimulus is biased forward because it is estimated over a period that corresponds to the visible persistence of the flash. Sejnowski's (2000, 2002) have hypothesized that the perceived position of a moving stimulus depends on an internal model, the reliability of which is continuously assessed. To explain the FLE, these authors proposed that the visual system devalues its internal model in favour of new information when an unexpected event such as a flash occurs. As a result, the estimated position of the moving item would be biased towards positions that it assumes after the flash. In a recent article, Eagleman and Sejnowski's (2007) referred to this group of hypotheses as the motion-biasing model to distinguish it from the differential latency hypothesis. The authors emphasize the fact that integrating position signals over an extended period of time leads to a spatial error in the localisation of the moving item. It should however be noted that for this group of hypotheses the FLE is due in ultimate analysis to the fact that the flash is the trigger of the process leading to the perceptual localization of the moving item. (''on demand" position-from-motion reconstruction, Shi & 2008). Therefore, even though Eagleman and Sejnowski (2007) did not include the models of Brenner and Smeets (2000) and Baldo and Klein (1995) in the motion-biasing model, we will group these accounts together for simplicity purposes. These various explanations of the FLE have led to numerous experiments that have shown that many factors, such as stimulus luminance, flash eccentricity, moving item speed, motion and flash predictability modulate the magnitude of this effect (reviews in Krekelberg & Lappe, 2001; Nijhawan, 2008; Whitney, 2002) .
In the present study, we manipulated the moving stimulus by allowing participants to manually control its position on the computer screen. In such conditions, the perceptual system could in principle have access to a timely estimate of the hand position derived from motor commands that, in current theories of Motor Control, can be used to quickly correct possible discrepancies between the desired and estimated position of the hand (e.g., Kawato, 1999; Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2000) . In terms of the FLE, the consequence of this manipulation varies according to the role attributed to sensory latencies and processing time in the various FLE accounts (see Fig. 1 ). In all accounts that posit that the flash triggers a mechanism that leads to the perception of a biased position of the moving item (e.g., Baldo & Klein, 1995; Brenner & Smeets, 2000; Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000; Lappe & Krekelberg, 1998) , the FLE magnitude is essentially related to the time required to obtain a reliable estimate of the moving stimulus position. In this case, we expect that the additional information on the moving item position provided by self-generated motion will allow a quicker estimate of the moving stimulus position signal and will therefore reduce the FLE. This hypothesis is consistent with the idea that increasing uncertainty of the moving stimulus should increase the FLE (e.g., Kanai, Sheth, & Shimojo, 2004) . In contrast, accounts based on different processing latencies for moving and stationary stimuli predict an increase of the FLE in such conditions. In fact, the additional motor information on the moving item position should reduce the sensory latency associated with the moving item and enhance the magnitude of the FLE, as it would enlarge the temporal gap between the awareness of flashed and moving items. Finally, a third possibility is that controlling the moving item would not influence the FLE. According to Nijhawan and Kirschfeld (2003) , the motor forward models that use the efferent copies of motor commands to predict the sensory consequences of our movements are the motor counterparts of the visual mechanism that extrapolates on-line the position of moving objects: they both serve the same purpose of compensating for neural delays. In fact, the presence of such predictive mechanisms on the motor side together with the lack of similar compensatory mechanism for static stimuli would explain the large FLE observed when participants are asked to judge the flash position relative to the unseen extremity of a hand-held rod (Nijhawan & Kirschfeld, 2003) . In the context of our study, where the hand-controlled stimulus remained visible, the perceived position of the moving item could be derived from the motor forward models as well as from the visual inputs. Under the assumption that the FLE is mostly due to anticipatory mechanisms that bias forward the position of the moving stimulus, the internal model of the hand position might simply improve the accuracy of the visual item estimated position without shifting it further forward. There is no reason to think that the visual and the motor anticipatory mechanisms would have additive effects, as this would be clearly detrimental to performance in most situations.
An experimental manipulation of the observer's control over the moving stimulus has already been conducted by Ichikawa and Masakura (2006) , who reported a decrease of the FLE in case of active control of the visual stimulus. In contrast to Ichikawa and Masakura's experiment where the flash timing was indirectly controlled by the observer -a factor that tends to decrease the FLE (López-Moliner & Linares, 2006) , the time and position of the flash are unpredictable in our study (see Section 4). Our results show that the FLE increases when the observers are allowed to actively generate the moving stimulus trajectory, as opposed to simply observing it. Neither dual-task effects, nor the allocation of visuo-spatial attention can entirely explain these results.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, the FLE was measured in three conditions: two visuo-motor conditions and a control visual condition. In the visuomotor conditions, the observer controlled the position of the moving stimulus by moving a robotic arm, whereas in the control condition the movement of this stimulus was computer-generated. The two visuo-motor conditions differed from each other by the force the robot opposed to the observer's movement. The main finding of this experiment is that the FLE is larger in the two visuo-motor conditions than in the visual condition.
Methods

Participants
Twenty-one right-handed participants (7 males), aged 18-58 years (average 23.5), took part in the first experiment on a voluntary basis either in exchange of course credits or not. Two of the observers were two of the authors, all the others were naïve to the purpose of the study. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and all participants gave their informed written consent.
Experimental procedure
The participant sat in a quiet room with dim light conditions at 70 cm in front of a computer screen (21 in., 1024 Â 768, 70 Hz refresh rate) connected to a computer (Dell Precision 420, Dual Pentium III/733 MHz, n-Vidia GeForce 5700LE graphics card). OpenGL graphical rendering occurred in a buffer that was swapped synchronously with the vertical blank of the monitor. The participant had to judge the position of a flash (white disk, 14 ms, diameter 8 mm, 83.9 cd/m 2 ) relative to a dot (black disk, diameter 8 mm, 1.4 cd/m 2 ) moving counter-clockwise along a circular trajectory (radius 360 mm) on a grey (13.5 cd/m 2 ) background. The flash appeared behind or ahead of the moving dot on the same trajectory: when their position overlapped the flash was drawn over the cursor. Responses were reported verbally and typed-in by the experimenter. The participant had also to maintain fixation on a central black dot (diameter 0.8 mm) at the centre of the circular trajectory. The experimenter started each trial after controlling the participant's readiness. The position of the moving dot at the time of the flash as well as the delay between the beginning of the trial and the flash (from 2 to 5 s) varied randomly across trials. It is important to note that the participant was unaware of the beginning of the trial. As a matter of fact, the moving dot did not stop moving between the trials unless the participant asked for a pause (in the visual condition) or stopped moving the device (in the visuo-motor conditions, see below). From the participant's point of view, the flash appeared at irregular time intervals and random positions near a continuously moving dot. A double staircase algorithm controlled the position of the flash relative to the moving dot (Wetherill, 1963) . The initial values of the two staircases were chosen so that the flash would appear clearly ahead of the moving dot for the first staircase (+11.3°and +14.9°for 14 and 7 participants, respectively) and behind the moving dot for the second staircase (À3.8°). In this article the term degrees exclusively refers to circumference degrees, never to degrees of visual angle. At each trial, one of the two staircases was randomly chosen. When the participant perceived the flash ahead of the moving dot, the flash position relative to the moving dot decreased by one step in next trial within the staircase (0.76°). If the participant perceived the flash position behind the moving dot, the flash position would be increased by one step. The double staircase procedure ended when both staircases reached 10 reversals. On average, about 66 trials were necessary to complete a condition and the whole experiment lasted approximately 1 h.
Experimental conditions
The experiment included three blocked conditions, the order of which was counterbalanced across participants, who were explicitly informed about which condition they were undergoing. In the visual condition, the motion of the moving dot was controlled by the computer program at a constant speed of 0.5 Hz. In the two visuo-motor conditions, participants controlled the movement of the moving dot by moving the robotic arm (Phantom Premium 1.5, SensAble Technologies) with their right hand along a circular trajectory in the horizontal plane (diameter 100 mm). The horizontal plane was used to avoid gravity-induced changes in the velocity profile of the movement. The hand position was updated every millisecond within the loop that controlled the robot. The main source of delay between the measure of the hand position and its graphical rendering was caused by the need to wait for the vertical blank to display it (max 15 ms). In the first visuo-motor condition, the motion was free along the circular trajectory while in the second visuo-motor condition the robot produced a constant 2 N force against the direction of movement. In both visuo-motor conditions, the robot constrained the hand movement along the desired trajectory by producing an elastic force in the orthogonal direction (stiffness: 1.5 N/mm). In addition, the velocity of the hand movement was monitored so as to keep it as close as possible to the visual condition. First, a visual guide (black, 1 pixel thick hollow circle, diameter 28 mm) moving at the desired speed appeared at the beginning of the visuo-motor condition and remained visible until the participant had succeeded in maintaining the moving dot inside the guide for 5 s. Second, a 0.5 Hz beep was used throughout the session to indicate the time (2 s) necessary to complete a whole circle. Third, the trial normal execution was suspended and the visual guide reappeared on the screen if the current velocity had differed from the desired one by more than 25% for 500 ms. The visual guide disappeared and trial execution resumed once participant had succeeded to keep the moving dot inside the guide for 1 s. Each experimental session was preceded by a training session to allow the observer to familiarize with the task. The training session served also as a control for the suitability of the initial parameter values of the relative distance between the flash and the moving dot.
Data analysis
The average flash position corresponding to the last six reversals in each participant's response pattern was employed as a measure of the FLE magnitude. The average of the last six reversals was computed separately for each sequence in every condition. Two subjects were excluded from the analyses because the two staircases did not converge at all (difference larger than 10°) in one or more conditions. The effects of condition (three levels) and staircase (two levels) were tested with a two-way repeated-measure ANOVA. The degrees of freedom were adjusted for possible deviations from the sphericity condition with Greenhouse and Geisser's epsilon (e).
Results and discussion
The main result of this experiment is that the size of the FLE was larger in the two visuo-motor conditions than in the control visual condition ( Fig. 2 ; 5.7 ± 1.8°in the visual condition versus 6.5 ± 2.3°a nd 6.6 ± 2.2°in the first and second visuo-motor condition, respectively (F[2, 36] = 3.99, e = 0.92, p < .05). The difference amounts to an average 15% increase of the FLE in the two visuomotor conditions. The positive values indicate that the flash needed to be presented ahead of the moving dot in order to be perceived as aligned with it. A Duncan a posteriori test confirmed that the size of the FLE was significantly greater in the two visuo-motor conditions than in the control visual condition (p < .05), and that the two visuo-motor conditions did not differ significantly. The ANOVA also revealed a significant difference between the ascending and descending staircases (F[1, 18] = 11.90, p < .005), but no significant interaction between staircase and condition (F[2, 36] = 0.63, e = 0.97, p = .53). The main effect of staircase reflected the fact that the value around which the descending staircase stabilized was slightly above the value around which the ascending staircase stabilized (5.89 ± 1.68°versus 6.75 ± 2.28°for the ascending and descending sequence, respectively). Rayleigh tests on the mean resultant vector for each subject and condition confirmed that flash positions were distributed uniformly along the circular trajectory (p < 0.05; see Mardia, 1972) . The average of the instantaneous hand velocity at the time of the flash was 0.54 ± 0.028 and 0.542 ± 0.035 cycles/s in the first and second visuo-motor condition, respectively. This corresponds to an increase of about 8% of the moving stimulus speed with respect to the visual condition. The average instantaneous hand velocity for each participant ranged from 0.48 ± 0.09 to 0.59 ± 0.11 cycles/s. Independent one-sample t-tests revealed that the subject's hand velocity at flash presentation was significantly different from 0.5 cycles/s for 9 and 10 participants in the first and in the second visuo-motor condition, respectively. The correlation between participants' average instantaneous hand velocity and FLE increase from the visual condition in the first (r = 0.31) and in the second (r = 0.43) visuo-motor conditions were not significantly different form zero [t(17) = 1.33, p = 0.2 and t(17) = 1.94, p = 0.07, respectively].
At the individual level, the magnitude of the FLE differed markedly across subjects, as it ranged from 3.58 ± 0.85°to 9.6 ± 1.88°d epending on the subject. The FLE was larger in the two visuo-motor conditions than in the control condition for 14 participants (74%; Fig. 2 ). For two participants, the FLE in the visual condition was larger than in the two visuo-motor conditions (11%). The observed variations in the magnitude of the FLE across participants are in line with the results of previous studies that show marked difference across observers (e.g., Baldo et al., 2002; Brenner & Smeets, 2000; Purushothaman et al., 1998; Vreven & Verghese, 2005) .
The main finding of this experiment was an increase of the FLE when participants were allowed to control the moving dot trajectory. These results are consistent with the idea that the motor information provided by the observer's active control of the moving dot position has reduced its processing latency compared to the flash. In a differential latency framework, any increase of the difference between the shorter latency of the moving stimulus and the longer latency associated with the flash results in an increase of the FLE. However, this explanation is not the only one possible. First, one might argue that the higher average velocity of the moving dot in the visuo-motor conditions could explain the FLE increase in this condition. Note, however, that this explanation is at best partial. As a matter of facts, the FLE increase was proportionally larger than the moving stimulus velocity increase (15% versus 8%). Moreover, the correlation between participants' instantaneous hand velocity and size of the FLE increase from the visual to the visuo-motor conditions was not statistically significant. Finally, if we express the FLE in milliseconds and thus correct for a change of velocity across the experimental conditions, we can still observe that the FLE increased by 5.6% and 6.8% in the two visuomotor conditions relative to visual condition (33.44 ± 11.83 ms and 33.83 ± 11.28 ms in the first and second visuo-motor conditions versus 31.67 ± 10 ms in the visual condition). This residual increase cannot be explained by differences in the moving dot velocity across conditions. A second alternative explanation is that the necessity to control the moving stimulus trajectory in the two visuo-motor conditions might have increased the amount of visuospatial attention allocated to the moving stimulus relative to the visual condition. In this case, the faster processing of the moving stimulus, which explains the increase of the FLE in the visuo-motor conditions within a differential hypothesis theoretical framework, might be attributed to attentive rather than motor factors. Finally, the need to control the motion of the moving stimulus might have limited the amount of resources available to judge the relative position of the flash and moving stimulus. This second task might increase the time necessary to shift the attention toward the moving stimulus or sample its position, which might explain the increase of the FLE in the visuo-motor conditions within a motion-biasing theoretical framework. The alternative explanations are discussed in more details in the general discussion after the presentation of the results of Experiment 2.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 further investigated the outcome of Experiment 1 and addressed the possible effects of systematic differences between the visuo-motor conditions and the visual condition in terms of moving dot velocity, cognitive resources sharing and attention allocation. Experiment 2 comprised four conditions: (i) a visual condition, (ii) a visuo-motor condition, where the observer actively produced the stimulus movement along a constrained trajectory (with no opposing forces); (iii) an equivalent visuo-motor condition where the stimulus movement was computer-controlled (fictitious visuo-motor condition); and (iv) a condition where participants were required to click the mouse as soon as they detected a change in shape of the moving stimulus (probe condition). The fictitious visuo-motor condition was devised to control for possible double-task effects: as both conditions engaged participants in the same motor task while judging the flash position, a difference in the observed FLE between the two conditions could not be accounted in terms of cognitive resources sharing. Instead, the probe condition was designed to control for a possible effect of allocating the focus of attention on the moving stimulus: if the FLE observed in the visuo-motor condition were greater than in the probe condition, such an increase should be attributed to motor rather than attentive factors. Finally, more stringent velocity constraints were adopted in the visuo-motor condition to control for a possible intervening effect of the moving dot velocity.
Methods
Participants
Twenty-one right-handed participants (9 males), aged 19-37 years (average 23.3), took part in the second experiment on a voluntary basis either in exchange of course credits or not. All participants were naïve to the purpose of the study. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and all participants gave their informed consent.
Experimental procedure
The display and experimental setup was the same as the one used in Experiment 1 with the exception of the haptic device that was used in the visuo-motor conditions (Phantom Omni, Sensable Technologies). The position of the moving dot at the time of the flash and the timing of flash presentation varied randomly across trials. More precisely, the delay between the beginning of the trial and the flash could vary from 1 to 3 s in all conditions except the probe condition, where the flash could appear at a random time between 3 and 5 s from trial onset, as the timing for the probe appearance varied randomly between 0.5 and 2.5 s from trial onset. We adjusted the parameters of the double staircase procedure to optimize its convergence. First, the initial values of the two staircases were set to 25°ahead and to 15°behind the moving dot for the descending and ascending staircase respectively. Second, the step size for each staircase was set to 3°before the first reversal in the participant's response and to 1.5°after the first reversal. Third, each experimental condition ended when both staircases reached 13 reversals. About 58 trials were necessary to complete a condition. Overall, the experiment lasted approximately 80 min.
Experimental conditions
The experiment included four blocked conditions: two conditions that replicated the visual and first visuo-motor conditions of Experiment 1, and two new control conditions: a fictitious visuo-motor condition and a probe condition. Participants underwent all experimental conditions, in a random order, and were explicitly informed about which condition they were undergoing. (i) The visual condition was exactly the same as in Experiment 1.
(ii) In the visuo-motor condition, observers' movement velocity was computer-monitored as in Experiment 1, but the criteria defining the desired hand velocity profile were more restrictive: the guide appeared when the subject deviated by more than 20% from the desired velocity for more than 200 ms. It disappeared once the subject had maintained the desired velocity for 500 ms. A 0.5 Hz beep helped participants to maintain the desired velocity and was audible in all experimental conditions. To avoid a slow build up of the positional error, participants were asked to move the cursor so as to synchronize the beep with the bottom of the circular trajectory. The guide appeared immediately if the positional error reached 90°and disappeared once subjects had resynchronized their movement for at least 500 ms. (iii) In the fictitious visuo-motor condition, the computer controlled the motion of the moving dot. The participants were asked to track the movements of the visual stimulus by moving the haptic device as in the visuo-motor condition. Participants were explicitly informed that they did not control the stimulus movement, which became immediately evident at condition onset since the moving dot started to move independently from the participant's action. As in the visuo-motor condition, the participants synchronized their hand movement with a 0.5 Hz beep so that the hand position would be at the bottom of the circular trajectory at the time of the beep. (iv) In the probe condition, the moving dot changed shape in 50% of the trials for 286 ms. The timing of the change of shape was constrained so to have always an interval ranging from 500 to 4500 ms between the change of shape and the flash presentation. Participants were required to click the mouse as quickly as possible when they saw the moving dot change its shape. The moving dot movement was computer-controlled as in the visual condition and the mouse cursor was hidden throughout the experiment. A few training trials preceded each experimental session to allow the observer to familiarize with the task. In addition, before undergoing the first visuo-motor condition (either real or fictitious), participants performed a 5 min familiarization task during which flashes were not presented and the participants' task was simply to move the robot in synchrony with the beeps with the possible temporary appearance of the guide.
Data analysis
As in Experiment 1, the FLE was measured separately for each sequence and condition as the average of the six last reversals in the participant's response pattern. Experimental condition and sequence effects were tested with a two-way repeated-measure AN-OVA. The degrees of freedom were adjusted for possible deviations from the sphericity condition with Greenhouse and Geisser's epsilon (e).
Results and discussion
As in the first experiment, the FLE varied significantly across conditions ( Fig. 3; F(3, 60) = 13.92, e = 0.81, p < .001). There was no statistically significant effect of staircase (F(1, 20) = 3.08, p = 0.1) or interaction between the two factors (F(3, 60) = 0.57, e = 0.84, p = 0.61). The FLE was greater in the visuo-motor condition compared to all other conditions. In particular, we observed a 39% increase of the FLE in the visuo-motor condition (8.15 ± 2.01°or 45.28 ± 11.17 ms) as opposed to the visual condition (5.86 ± 1.85°or 32.56 ± 10.28 ms). The FLE increase was intermediate in the fictitious motor condition (7.28 ± 1.92°or 39.50 ± 10.42 ms) and very small in the probe condition (6.43 ± 1.62°or 35.56 ± 9.06 ms). A post-hoc Duncan test revealed that all pairwise differences were statistically significant (p < 0.05), with the exception of the difference between the visual and the probe condition (p = 0.14). At the individual level, a large inter-subject variability in the magnitude of the FLE was observed, consistently with Experiment 1. The average FLE ranged from 4.78 ± 0.85°to 10.34 ± 2.38°across conditions, depending on participant. The FLE was larger in the visuo-motor than in the visual condition for 19 participants (90.5%; Fig. 3 ) and the FLE was larger in the visuo-motor than in the fictitious visuo-motor condition for 16 participants (76.2%). In all conditions the flash positions were evenly distributed along the circle (Rayleigh test, p < 0.05; see Mardia, 1972) .
In the probe condition, participants detected almost all changes of the moving dot shape, which indicates that they were paying attention to it. The sum of hits and correct rejections reached on average 88 ± 6%. Because the delay between the probe and the flash varied from 500 to 4500 ms, it might be argued that the absence of a statistically significant difference between the probe and the visual condition is due to the fact that attention to the moving stimulus might possibly level off after probe presentation. However, this is presumably not the case in the trials where the probe does not appear. To test whether the FLE size differed between the trials where the probe was presented and the trials where it was not, we estimated the FLE for each set of trials by fitting a logistic function to the subject's responses (maximum-likelihood estimation). The difference between the FLE estimates for the probe (6.1 ± 2.3°) and no probe trials (6.6 ± 2.2°) was not statistically significant (paired t-test: t(20) = 0.952, p = 0.35). This analysis indicates that the absence of a statically significant difference between the probe and the visual condition cannot be simply explained by a reduction of attention after the presentation of the probe. In fact, the absence of difference between the probe and visual conditions suggests that the cause for the increase of the FLE in the visuo-motor condition is not a shift of the focus of attention to the moving stimulus. One objective of this experiment was to assess whether the slight increase of the moving stimulus velocity in the visuo-motor conditions of the previous experiment could explain observed FLE increase (Kirschfeld & Kammer, 1999; Krekelberg & Lappe, 1999; Murakami, 2001; Nijhawan, 1994) . To that end, we included more stringent velocity constraints in the visuo-motor condition. As a result, the average instantaneous hand velocity at the time of the flash was 0.504 ± 0.014 cycles/s in this condition, which represents an overshoot of less than 1% of the desired velocity of 0.5 cycles/s. Such a small difference cannot account for the 39% increase of FLE observed in the visuo-motor condition of this experiment. The average instantaneous velocity for each participant ranged from 0.48 ± 0.07 to 0.52 ± 0.11 cycles/s. Each participant's hand instantaneous velocities measured at the time of the flash were close to the desired velocity: independent one-sample t-tests proved that the subject's hand velocity at flash presentation did not significantly differ from 0.5 cycles/s for all subjects. There was no correlation (r = À0.085; t(19) = 0.35, p = 0.71) between the participant's average instantaneous hand velocity and the size of the FLE increase between the visual and the visuo-motor conditions, indicating that participants with the largest FLE increase in the visuomotor condition were not necessarily those that moved the cursor the fastest. Altogether, these results exclude that change of velocity of the visual stimulus could explain the increase of the FLE in the visuo-motor condition.
The average instantaneous hand velocity in the fictitious visuomotor condition was 0.512 ± 0.034 cycles/s, which represents an overshoot of 2.4% of the desired velocity. The participants' average instantaneous hand velocity did not however differ significantly between the visuo-motor and the fictitious visuo-motor conditions (t(20) = À0.95, p = 0.35). Independent one-sample t-tests performed on each participant's hand velocities at flash presentation revealed that the difference between hand instantaneous velocity and 0.5 Hz was significant for only 2 out of 21 subjects but the average hand velocity for each participant was not correlated with the FLE increase between the visual and the fictitious visuo-motor condition (r = 0.1, t(19) = 0.45, p = 0.66). These results show that the participants were able to track the visual stimulus successfully in the fictitious visuo-motor condition and that the FLEs observed in this condition were not correlated with the small variations of hand velocity observed across participants. In this respect, it might also be noted that the FLE increase relative to the visual condition is smaller in this condition than in the visuo-motor condition even though the hand velocity was slightly higher.
As noted before, the FLE in the fictitious visuo-motor condition lay in between the FLEs observed in the visuo-motor and visual conditions. This pattern of results is compatible with the idea that the latency of the moving stimulus is shortened when a motor signal indicating the position of the stimulus is available. In the fictitious visuo-motor condition, where the position of the visual stimulus is decoupled from the hand position, the information provided by this signal is less reliable but not completely absent since the two positions are still correlated in this tracking task. However, the increase of the FLE in the fictitious visuo-motor condition relative to the visual condition can also support the idea that moving the hand interferes with the judging task. These two possible explanations of our results are discussed in more details in the next section.
General discussion
In this study, two experiments were conducted to assess whether the observer's motor control of the moving stimulus position in a flash-lag display affected the magnitude of the flash-lag effect. As noted in the Introduction, the predicted outcome of this manipulation is different according to the different theoretical accounts proposed to explain the flash-lag effect. In Experiment 1, we found an increment of the visual illusion when the observer was allowed to actively control the moving stimulus position by moving a robotic arm, no matter the resistance the robot opposed to the observer's movement. In Experiment 2, we tested participants in four within-subjects conditions: a visual and a visuo-motor condition that replicated the visual and first visuo-motor condition of Experiment 1, a fictitious visuo-motor condition that was equivalent to the visuo-motor condition, except for the moving stimulus being computer-controlled, and a probe condition where participants were required to detect a rapid change of the moving stimulus shape. The largest FLE was observed in the visuo-motor condition, which was statistically different from all the others. The FLE was significantly greater in the fictitious visuo-motor condition than in the visual or probe conditions, which did not differ from each other.
The increase of the FLE in the visuo-motor conditions of both experiments might seem at odds with the results of Ichikawa and Masakura (2006) who reported that the FLE decreased when participants controlled the motion of the stimulus. The two studies however have substantial differences: the most important one is that the moving stimulus and the flash were not independent in Ichikawa and Masakura's study since the flash occurred when the moving stimulus crossed a fixed position on the screen. Thus, by controlling the moving stimulus, participants controlled also the timing of the flash, a condition that tends to decrease the FLE (López-Moliner & Linares, 2006) . Moreover, the fact that the movements were discrete in Ichikawa and Masakura's (2006) studyparticipants moved the mouse from the start position to the end position as a single goal-directed action -might have reinforced the association between the movement and the flash event by giving the impression of pushing slowly a button or a lever, with the goal of triggering the flash. When this functional relationship between the moving stimulus and the flash was disrupted by a concurrent tracking task, 1 flash processing was no longer facilitated, and the FLE increased, albeit in a non-significant way. In our study, the flash did not depend on the position of the moving stimulus. Hence, the FLE increase that we have documented can be specifically attributed to the active control of the moving stimulus. Other differences in the experimental conditions between our and their study, such as the use of a continuous movement along a circular trajectory (versus a discrete linear mouse movement), or the more stringent velocity constraints (only the average velocity was measured in Ichikawa and Masakura's study) might also have contributed to produce dissimilar results.
As noted in Section 1, the differential latency hypothesis predicts a FLE increase when the time necessary to assess the position of the moving stimulus decreases. In a differential latency framework, the results of our study also fit nicely with López-Moliner and Linares ' (2006) finding that the FLE magnitude decreased markedly when participants triggered flash occurrence by pressing the computer keyboard. According to these authors, the motor output rendered the timing of the flash entirely predictable and thus could speed up its detection. Interestingly, López-Moliner and Linares (2006) found that an acoustic signal predicting the occurrence of the flash did not yield the same reduction of the FLE, which suggests that a self-triggered flash is much more predictable than an externally cued flash and/or that a motor cue is better able to influence the visual system than an audio cue. While López-Moliner and Linares (2006) left open different interpretations of their results, their data taken together with ours can be better understood if we acknowledge a difference in the processing latencies of static and moving stimuli: such a difference could explain both the FLE decrease when the flash is self-generated, and the FLE increase when the position of the moving stimulus is controlled by the observer. In the context of our study, the time gap between the internal representations of the moving stimulus and the flash would increase as a consequence of the greater amount of motor information on the moving stimulus position available to the observer in the visuo-motor conditions.
The assumption that the latency of the moving stimulus decreases in the visuo-motor condition is central to the interpretation of our results in terms of the differential latency hypothesis. At the theoretical level, this assumption is well supported by current motor control theories. As a matter of fact, a fundamental idea of many theories of motor control is that corollary discharges or efference copies of motor commands provide an estimate of the actual state of the motor system, which, as such, is not subjected to sensory delays. The efference copy is regarded as crucial for the rapid correction of possible discrepancies between the desired and the actual movement (e.g., Kawato, 1999; Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2000) , and is thought to affect visual perception (Ross, Morrone, Goldberg, & Burr, 2001; Sommer & Wurtz, 2008; Von Holst & Mittelstaedt, 1954) . In the differential latency account for the FLE, the efferent copy of the motor command to the arm/hand would carry real-time, veridical information about the moving stimulus position and would facilitate its processing, thus enlarging the time gap with the static stimulus processing: this leads to the apparent paradox that veridical information determines an increase of the illusion. More generally, a large body of evidence points towards the existence of coupling mechanisms between action and vision. For example, Jordan, Stork, Knuf, Kerzel, and Musseler (2002) demonstrated that the vanishing point of a moving stimulus was more accurately localized when participants produced the disappearance of the moving stimulus by pressing a button. This finding shows that motor anticipation may play a facilitating role in the localization of visual stimuli. Furthermore, Jordan and Knoblich (2004) showed that accuracy in localizing the vanishing point of a moving stimulus increased with the degree of the observer's control over it. The localization error depended on the effect that the two mouse button presses had on the moving dot velocity and on whether participants exerted this control individually or together with another person. The authors interpreted their results in terms of action planning, and framed them in the Theory of Event Coding, which posits that perception and action planning are coded within the same representational medium and share common neural resources (Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001) . In this context, the reduction of visual motion delays could also be brought about by high-level mechanisms related to active control of the moving stimulus, rather than just by an efference copy of the motor command.
While interactions between the motor and visual systems provide a plausible explanation for a possible reduction of the latency of the moving stimulus in the visuo-motor condition, other explanations for the observed increase of the FLE in the visuo-motor condition are in line of principle possible. First, the need to control the moving stimulus in the visuo-motor conditions might have led to an increase or shift of attention to the moving stimulus, which could have decreased the latency associated with the moving dot. In other words, the FLE increase might be related to attentional factors within the visual system rather than to an interaction between the motor and visual systems. Various studies have indeed shown that the focus of attention can follow a moving object and that visual processing is enhanced near it (e.g., de'Sperati & Deubel, 2006; Hogendoorn, Carlson, & Verstraten, 2007; Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980; Shioiri, Yamamoto, Kageyama, & Yaguchi, 2002) . It could therefore also be argued that the FLE increase observed in the visuo-motor condition would be attributed to an attentional rather than to a motor facilitation of the moving stimulus processing. This interpretation of our results was tested in the probe condition where the amount of attention devoted to the moving dot was increased compared to the visual condition. As a matter of fact, while the flash popped out perceptually, the moving dot needed to be constantly monitored to detect when it changed shape. The absence of difference in FLE size between the visual and the probe conditions suggests that the FLE increase in the visuo-motor condition was not due to an increase of visuo-spatial attention allocated to the moving stimulus.
Second, motion-biasing models of the FLE can also explain the increase of its magnitude in the visuo-motor conditions if one retains that the time to process or to shift attention to the moving dot has increased because the participant's cognitive resources were divided between two concurrent tasks: controlling the movements of the robotic arm and judging the flash position. Dual-tasks conditions are widely assumed to put an heavier load on executive functions than single-task conditions (see Pashler (1994) for a review). Withdrawing resources might also arguably translate into a longer time to sample the position of the moving stimulus after detection of the flash and thus result in an increase of the FLE. For example, Sarich et al. (2007) found that the magnitude of the FLE increased when participants had to simultaneously judge the position of the flash and count the number of briefly displayed dots. However, such an account does not explain the reduction of the FLE in the fictitious visuo-motor condition relative to the visuo-motor condition since subjects controlled the movements of their hand in both conditions. In this respect, it is interesting to record that some observers in Ichikawa and Masakura's study (see Footnote 1) reported paying less attention to the hand in the manual condition than in the ''accompanied-hand-motion" condition which, like our fictitious visuo-motor condition, involved tracking the visual stimulus without visual feedback. As noted previously, the decrease of the FLE in the fictitious visuo-motor condition can be understood within the differential latency hypothesis as the result of an increase of the latency associated with the moving stimulus due to the fact that the hand movement and the visual stimulus were decoupled in this condition, which diminished the reliability of the motor signal. This decrease occurred despite the fact that the hand and moving dot positions were still correlated (this observation also holds true for the ''accompanied-hand-motion" condition of Ichikawa & Masakura, 2006) , which in fact might explain the larger FLE observed in the fictitious visuo-motor condition relative to the visual condition.
As noted in Section 1, 15 years of research on the FLE have lead to different accounts of this effect (Krekelberg & Lappe, 2001 ). Unfortunately, no single proposal has been able to explain the whole set of observations made during this period and many observations can be interpreted in more than one way. The results of this study are in line with the idea that observers use on-line motor information when judging the position of a self-controlled moving stimulus, and that the FLE increase found in the visuo-motor conditions results from the consequent reduction of its processing latency. More generally, we propose that a motor signal speeds up the processing and localisation of the visual element, flash or moving item, which is controlled by the observer. However, the absence of independent measures of the latencies associated with the flash and moving dot in the flash lag experimental paradigm leaves 2 Note that the delays between the probe and the flash (500-4500 ms) in the probe condition did not configure this condition as a valid control for dual task effects. As a matter of fact, the FLE increase observed by Sarich, Chappell, and Burgess (2007) disappeared when the stimulus associated with the interfering counting task preceded the flash by more than 600 ms. room for alternative interpretations of the observed increase of the lag in the visuo-motor condition.
